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Modern
a characteristic
present
and
recent time; contemporary;
not antiquated
or obsolete.
This Blokby
home
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thisisletter
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definition of both the homes that Don Sandeman services and the style and level of service he exudes. With a unique take

intent prior to the execution of the Final Agreement without the prior written approval of the other, which
on the sales and marketing process, a sincere passion for the craft, a commitment to service and integrity, and a highly edu-

approval will not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. The foregoing shall not restrict in any respect your or

cated approach to real estate, you can be assured that Don Sandeman will supersede the expectation set forth in an agent.
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A MODERN APPROACH
TO REAL ESTATE
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The adage “Jack of all trades and Master of none” certainly does not apply here. Don has embraced the fact that what he
knows and loves is real estate. He has partnered up with top members from their respective industries to ensure that your
home’s marketing and presentation is exceptional. Professional marketing collateral, top-notch staging consultations, and
second-to-none photography, ensures the uniqueness of your home is presented and its most exceptional features emphasized.

A unique angle on
sales & marketing
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Don Sandeman shares the vision of what a home should be and is committed to working with products that he firmly believes
in. Good design is timeless. Whether it is your home, the sleek lines of an Aimes recliner, or that of a 1970’s gull wing Mercedes 300SL, good design should be appreciated and admired for the elements that make it truly unique. Continuous education and a dedication to emersing himself in anything design and architecture related means that he can offer you the
best advice from renpvating through to furnishing.

A sincere passion
for the craft
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Knowledge is power. In order to make an educated real estate decision you must have the necessary market information
and comparable data. Don’s no pressure approach to sales and emphasis on information and education means you can
rest assured, knowing priority is placed on servicing the needs of his client. He works in partnership with his clients, incorporating their goals into his marketing plan and strategy. Communication is paramount and Don ensures his clients are always
in the know.

A committment to
service & integrity
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Kaizen, the Japanese word for "improvement" or "change for the better" refers to a philosophy and practice that focuses
upon continuous improvement. This is the vision and model that Don Sandeman incorporates into his business. Continuously researching and educating himself on the latest trends and technologies with regards to home building and design,
Don is able to portray to both buyers and sellers the aspects of a home that are integral to good design and also its
longevity.

An inside out
education
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Featured home designed and built by Blok Home Development & Design Ltd.
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